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POwerTOrk® SerIeS F 
Flange Type Gear Couplings

FullFlex, Flex Rigid, and Rigid Rigid stock available 

in sizes 1-F through 10-F accommodating bore 

sizes up to 14 1/8”. Also available in sizes up to 

16-F accommodating bore sizes up to 22.5.

POwerTOrk® SerIeS S 
Sleeve Type Gear Couplings

All Series S continuous sleeve type couplings 

incorporate a one-piece splined sleeve and  

two hugs with triple-crowned gear teeth. 

These products are much smaller in diameter 

and lighter than flange couplings.
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Flextork® elASTOMerIC COUPlINGS



An Introduction to System Components, Inc. 

and Couplings with Clear Competitive Advantages 

 
Since 1967, System Components, Inc. has specialized in providing a select range of the 

highest quality couplings for non-automotive power transmission applications.  This 

catalog profiles our standard products and the many refinements and advantages they 

offer compared to competing products.  But may we also point out the many other     

reasons why our customers have elected to deal with our company ... many for longer 

than 25 years? 

 

One key reason is our willingness and ability to custom-modify our standard products or 

custom-engineer a special product to meet specific application requirements. 

 

Another is that, as a relatively small, specialty company, we can be more responsive to 

customer requests for product information, technical assistance, design assistance, and 

quotations.  Since we are not a "power transmission superstore", our personnel are more 

intimately familiar with the application of our products for optimum solutions.  Plus,   

because we deal with a smaller number of customers than the giants, our staff has more 

time to make sure all your requests are handled more promptly. 

 

Yet another reason is our reputation for competitive pricing.  Again, by remaining a    

specialist, we have been able to develop more efficient manufacturing and assembly   

systems than those responsible for a much wider range of products.  Also, we do not bear 

the heavy overhead costs of our much bigger competitors.  In the product categories 

where we compete, we are consistently able to meet or beat our competitor's price ... even 

as we deliver distinct product quality enhancements. 

 

Of course the number one reason our customers remain our customers is because they 

have compared our products to others and found them superior.  In fact, many have      

reported SCI components have been operating trouble-free for more than a decade.  Here 

is a brief review of the many small refinements engineered into our couplings that result 

in a big quality and performance advantage for our customers. 





FLEXTORK
®
 Elastomeric Flexible Couplings 

The answer to drivetrain misalignment, 

shock loads, and torsional vibration 

problems. 

A strong rugged coupling that meets demanding performance and quality requirements, making 

FLEXTORK
®
 a natural for industrial power transmission applications.  Here are some of the key 

Features and Advantages. 

 Features 
 

 Non-lubricated 

 Easy Service and Installation 

 Accommodates Misalignment 

 Higher Torque Rating / Smallest 

Diameter Ratio 

 Cushions Shock Loads 

 Dampens Torsional Vibration 

 Electrically Insulated 

 Indoor and Outdoor Operation 

 Hubs Shocked for TAPER-LOCK
®
 

Bushings as well as straight bores. 

 Advantages 
 

Low Maintenance 

Drop out element, no need to move connected equipment 

Up to 4
o
 angular offset and .040” parallel offset 

FLEXTORK
®
 has higher torque ratings than most major          

competitors.  In some cases as much as five times the rating. 

Cushions shock that can cause damage to connected equipment 

Absorbs and dampens torsional vibrations 

Insulates connected shafts preventing flow of stray currents. 

Elements can accommodate a wide range of operating tempera-

tures from as low as –49
o
F to as high as 230

o
F 

Accommodates TAPER-LOCK
®
 bushing shaft sizes ½” to 4” and 

straight bores to 7½” 

TAPER-LOCK
®
 is a registered trademark of DODGE / Reliance Electric Co. 












